
CLASS VI - Holiday Homework (2018-19)  ENGLISH 1. Watch 3 children’s movies from the given list and write a short review on what you liked about it. Write also about your favourite character or any scene you loved in the movie.  a) Mary Poppins b) Little Women c) Lion, Witch and the Wardrobe d) Pollyanna e) The Little Princess f) The Secret Garden g) Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone h) The Railway Children i) Charlie and the Chocolate Factory j) Alice in Wonderland          2.  Prepare a file of Idiomatic Expressions (20-25) with meanings and 2 sentences of each. (Illustrate if possible) 3. Write an essay on the following topic – (i)’ South Korea – A Visual Treat’ in 150-300 words (Typed on an A4 sheet) with these details mentioned – School Name , School Address, Name of the Student, Class, Section & Father’s Name.     MATHS Prepare for the project work (any 1 topic) (i) Types of angle seen in our surroundings; (ii) To find equivalent fractions of a given fraction; (iii) To study formation of magic square, magic triangles and magic circle; (iv) To construct and demonstrate the use of Napier’s rod; (v) To make a scenery using Tangrams; (vi) Some interesting and single method of calculations from Vedic maths; (vii) Challenges using mathematical skills ; (viii) Observing different type of symmetry in nature and making a model on it; (ix) Contribution of maths in music and dance; (x) Maths architecture; (xi) Show the score of 5 batsmen of the winning team in the IPL match using bar graph.  SOCIAL SCIENCE On the Topic ‘Heritage of our country: Preserving culture, preserving future’ record your observation in a brochure form using A3 size white Ivory sheet; Focus on any one aspect of heritage; (i) Natural heritage (Trees, animals/birds), (ii) Built heritage (Building/monument), (iii) Material heritage (craft) of your city or a nearby one. Objective- To be able to survey on the present scenario of heritage in India by knowing about different features, status, stories etc. behind them.   SCIENCE Make a working model on any one topic given below (Only biodegradable material to be used)   Topics – Food & Technology,  Energy,  Communication,  Universe,  Human Welfare,  Teaching Aids,  Science & Technology,  Robotics,  Sustainable Development , Environment, Agriculture, Transport. Student should collect information and material for the chosen project and make the project in summer vacations along with the project report (file).  
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